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Abstract
Historical textiles in uncontrolled storage conditions are presented to many aspects of damages. The 
historical object under registration number 58Kom Oshim museum, Fayoum. The object in a state of 
weakness, different type of dirt, stain, missing parts, unconnected yarns. A close examination was done 
in order to identify the type of fiber, dust, and other damage aspects. Moisturizing processes by using 
distilled water to eliminate severe dehydration in the historical object. Mechanical cleaning process by 
using different types of soft brushes to get rid of the dust on the object. Wet cleaning process was done 
to remove the resistance stain and dirt. Then the drying processes of the object after washing was done. 
Supporting and strengthening the weak parts was carried out. Rolling storage method was carried out as 
a temporary method. 
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Introduction

The Egyptian Civilization period provided a rich treasure of different types of textiles. 
Some of these textiles especially in uncontrolled Museums storage are exposed to many chal-
lenges such as oscillate Relative Humidity (RH), changing temperature, effect of light, effect of 
air pollution, nonstandard storage and display methods, old poor restoration and old type of 
adhesives. All these factors cause damage and decay in both fibers and dyes which results in 
weakness in fibers and dye, hardness in fibers, separate parts, loss parts, stain and dust [1-8]. 
For effective restoration planning of the historical textiles, it is necessary to carry out a diag-
nosis of the materials that constitute the object. Many studies have focused on investigating 
the technology and types of materials for historical textiles [9-11]. The article aims to present 
the strategies for the conservation of historical textiles in uncontrolled museum conditions. It 
shows new methods in the conservation of historic textiles, at least in Egypt.

The object

The historical object is registered with a number 58 in the storeroom of the Kom Os-
him Museum, Fayoum. It is written in the registration book of the museum that the historical 
object is a dress embroidered; the main color is red color. The object was found with other 
historical objects with one of the people in case No. 368 of 1954. Possibly the object regional 
the area of Akhmeem, Sohag. Dimension of the object is 165cm height of 110cm width. The 
historical object colored by different type of color such as red, yellow, and blue color. One can 
see insect damage and insect bodies on the historical object. The object is severe drought and 
contain different type of stain and dirt. In addition, the object contains separate and missing 
parts as shown in Figure 1.

Documentation of the object

Visual examination: The first step in documentation of the historical object is a visual 
examination. It is a very important step in conservation process. One can see by eyes some 
type of deteriorations without need SEM or other examination methods. It is appearing the 
weak condition of the object, lost parts, dirt and stain in different parts of the object as shown 
in Figure 2; [12].
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Figure 1: (A) The first photo of the object was taken at 1954. (B) While the other photo for the object at 2018 that 
show the deterioration aspects. 

Figure 2: The deterioration aspects such as insect damage, insect bodies, separated parts, dirt, and stain on the 
surface of the object. 
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USB microscope: Conservator need clear images with more 
details for documentation process. Therefore, the USB microscope 
is a suitable tool used to give clear images for the objects as shown 
in Figure 2,3; [13].

Morphological examination

The morphology of the surface of the fabrics was investigated 
using a HITACHI-SU-1500 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
Small samples taken from the object from different parts and inves-

tigated under SEM, to show the quality of the fibers as well as the 
damage aspects on these fibers. SEM Photos of examined Historical 
object are illustrated in Figure 4 showing the Linen fibers that were 
identified from different parts of the object. The fibers are extreme-
ly roughened, damaged, broken with transverse cracking and lon-
gitudinal splitting characterized by small scratches, small slits and 
holes [14-16]. Furthermore, one can see the dust, dirt and adhesive 
that covered the fiber as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: The USB microscope images of the historical object. One can see, the dirt, stain on the surface of the 
object. 

Figure 4: The SEM images of the historical object that show more details of the fiber’s deterioration. It is 
appearing for the reader the type and quality of the fibers as well as the damage aspects on these fibers. 
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Mechanical cleaning 

The aim of conservation cleaning is to remove harmful soils, 
which may be disfiguring or causing physical or chemical damage 
to a textile. Selection of the appropriate cleaning method depends 
on the nature of the soil present, and on the materials, structure, 

and condition of the textile. Thorough testing should always be car-
ried out first to determine the response of the textile to cleaning 
agents and to identify the most suitable method. Various types of 
fine brushes are used to remove free dust and dirt from the upper 
layers of the fabric. Surface dust was removed by using a vacuum 
cleaner as shown in Figure 5; [17,18].

Figure 5: The mechanical cleaning of the historical object by using brushes (A). Hydration of the dried object by 
using distilled water (B and C).

Testing the stability of dyes

Testing the stability of dyes for the washing solution is a very 
important step before wet cleaning process. This is step was done 
by using washing solution in small sparse parts of the historical ob-
ject parts. It was found that all the dyes were stable and did not 
bleed with the wet cleaning solution [19].

Wetting process

The historical textile object suffers from severe dryness due to 
uncontrolled storage condition. At this stage, the dehydration was 
removed by using distilled water with soft brushes. The historical 
object regained some strength and flexibility. It is ready to carry out 
the other restoration process such as the wet cleaning, fixing and 

storage process as shown in Figure 5; [20].

Wet cleaning

A temporary wash bath was built by using four wooden tires 
and, lining the bath by polyethylene. This cleaning procedure used 
water with other detergent agents, to assist the cleaning process. 
The ratio was one-part detergent Synperonic N to 100 parts of 
distilled water. The water was agitated to allow it to penetrate be-
tween the fibers to release the dirt particles, for 15mins. The bath 
temperature was 30 C. Then a second cleaning bath with distilled 
water only was applied for 10 mins again with water agitation, and 
then a third bath with distilled water only, for 10mins as shown in 
Figure 6. The wet cleaning reduced the soiling, relaxed the fibers, 
removed the creasing and brightened the colors [21,22].

Figure 6: The temporary wash bath (A). Wet cleaning process by using water and detergent (B). Drying process 
of the object (C). 
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The drying process

In order to dry and remove the residue water after wet cleaning 
from the object without distortions, a Japanese tissue sandwich us-
ing different tissues usugami or gampi was used and applied cross-
grain or parallel-grain to the textile with varying amounts of mois-
ture and pressure. Consequently, the object was left uncovered to 
complete drying at ambient conditions as shown in Figure 6; [23].

The final support processes

After completion of the object treatment, tacking stitches were 

used with a very fine needle and fine silk thread to fix it into the 
object. In the beginning of the final stage, the edges of the object 
all around were attached by sewing with a small stitch technique 
(blanket stitch) and afterwards the edges of the missing and vulner-
able parts were attached by small stitches. Similarly, sized stitches 
were used to attach the body of the object. After completing the 
cleaning process and fixing the object, it could be storage in a suit-
able manner according to the museum requirements. The comple-
tion of the missing parts was not carried out at this stage. One can 
see the object in final stage in Figure 7,8; [24,25].

Figure 7: Details of the historical object after supporting the week parts.

Figure 8: Storage process of the historical object.

The temporary storage processes

The overall goal of any storage method should be to protect the 
object from the agents of deterioration aspects. The method chosen 
for storing any textile should be based on the textile’s condition and 
size, and all materials that come in direct contact with the object. 

The storage process of this object is a temporary stage for a short 
term, the object will display in the museum. Just the storage done 
in order to keep the historical object during the short-term period. 
So, rolling used with the historical object as a efficient storage tech-
nique. Cardboard tube with a suitable diameters and lengths used 
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for rolled storage. Cardboard tube was covered and warped by us-
ing washed Linen fabric. Historical textiles object was gently rolled 
on the cardboard tube. Acid free tissue paper is rolled between the 
layers of the object. Washed and prepared linen fabric used as a 
cover in cases over the object after rolled. Wide linen fabric strips 
used as knots or tying to secure items that may come unrolled easi-
ly. After rolling, the object stored in areas where they are protected 
from sunlight and dust but still well ventilated [26,27].

Conclusion 

Historical textiles suffer from the influence of the uncontrolled 
storage environment in museums. Therefore, the historical textiles 
need periodic conservation. The investigations are very important 
in the identification of historical textile materials and damage as-
pects. Mechanical cleaning of the important stages in the cleaning 
and disposal of dust. The wet cleaning reduced the soiling, relaxed 
the fibers, removed the creasing and brightened the colors. The aim 
of storage process to protect the historical textiles from the agents 
of deterioration aspects. 
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